CLIMBER PADS
145 SERIES PADS
Bashlin’s 145 pad is big on comfort and climber control.
Based on the field proven, double strap design Don Blair
has sold to arborists for many years, the 145AC/BC adds
the “Spur Stay Irons”. The result is an extremely comfortable pad, with tremendous climber support. The 145 pads
are available with or without the 105 style irons, and fit
Bashlin steel and aluminum climbers.
145BC

Note: One pair of 86N climber straps are included with the
pads

LINEMAN’S CLIMBING EQUIPMENT

Number

Description

Ship Wt.

No. 145AC For Bashlin Steel BD12-BD16 Climbers 3.3 lb
No. 145BC For Bashlin Aluminum BD14 Climbers 3.3 lb
No. 145
Climber Pads with no steel insert
1.8 lb

145AC

105 SERIES
This is the original “spur-stay” climber pad. It is designed
to reduce kick-back and twisting of the shank. The insert
holds the climber for comfort and better gaff penetration. It
is an excellent choice for the lineman who climbs occasionally. Available with a straight or angled metal section.
Straight/Angled
Use on
Ship Wt:
105A/105AC
BD12
1.5 lb
BD16
105B/105BC
BD14
1.5 lb
105K/105KC
Klein
1.5 lb
Replacement Irons - Add an “R” to the above part
number. Sold in pairs.

105BC

140DS PAD
The wing pad holds the shank more securely than other
leather pads. The climber shank fits inside the pad,
reducing movement and adding comfort.
No. 140D (not padded)
Ship Wt: .8 lb
No. 140DS (padded)
Ship Wt: 1.25 lb
105A

130D PAD

140DS

The 130D is an L-shaped design with light padding for
added comfort.
No. 130D (padded)
Ship Wt: .7 lb

150TS PAD
130D

150TS
16

This T-shaped pad protects the shin and the calf. The
leather lugs are securely riveted for long wear.
No. 150T (not padded)
Ship Wt: .8 lb
No. 150TS (padded)
Ship WT: .9 lb

